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It is possible to characterize the onset of threshold (collapse of performance) in single tone frequency
estlmatlon via a quantity depending on signal-to-noise ratio and measurement duration. This paper
presents a similar characterization for the onset of threshold in frequency estimation of a multlharrnonic
periodic signal contaminated by noise.
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Introduction

The estimation of the parameters of a multiharmonic signal measured in the presence of noise is a problem of some
practical interest. (By multihormonic signal is meant one comprising a finite s u m of harmonically related sinusoids
and parametrized by the fundamentalfrequency and the harmonicamplitudes and phases.) Interest in such a problem
is motivated, for examph, by the more general sonar signal processingproblern of tracking the frequency of acoustic
signals generated by submarines. Generdly speaking, such signals are nonsinusoidal (though periodic) in nature and
may be treated as multiharmonic signals. They typically also exhibit frequency variation due to change in. for
example, propeller shaft speed; however this paper will be concerned only with signals whwe parametem experience
no time variation.
frequency estimation problem.
Consideration is given to the (Maximum Likelihood approach to the multih-onic
(see [I] and [?I), and in particularto the ~rohlern
of characterizingthe onset of the so-called threshold effect experienced
6y the ML estimator at low signal-to-noise-ratios (SNR's). The rhreshold effect is a phenomenondue to the inherent
nonlinearity of the frequency estimation problem whereby below a certain critical value of SNR. the actual parameter
estimation error variances, (i.e., measures of the performance of the estimator), increase dramatically with decreasing
SNR.
There appear to be two ways of undersanding the thresh~ideffect in ML frequency estimation. For the single
tone problem, the work of 13) gave an explanation in terms of the probability of autlierr: frequency estimates far
case in [4] and there proved to
removed from the true frequency. This approach wsr extended to the multih-onic
be singularly complicated. An alternative to the internal type description of threshold afforded by the outlier theory
was first put forward in [5], in relation to the single tone problem. The philwophy behind this alternative approach
of the threshold effect that avoided the detaii. and difficulties of the outlier
advocated a "black box" d-ription
theory, yet provided rich insight into the threshold mechanism. The idea permits recognitionof symptoms rather than
causes of threshold and was motivated by well known results in the phase acquisition and tracking literature. There.
it i- h o r n that a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) ( a device used to track the phase and/or frequency of a sinusoid in the
presence of noise) has a threshold point associated with a certainlevel of phase error variance. In other words, the PLL
can tolerate a certain level of phase error before a sudden deterioration in tracking performance is observed (see (61.
[?I). Use of the "black box" approach in [5] demonstrated that the single tone ML threshold point is also associated
with a critical level of phase error variance. In this paper, the approach is directly generalized to the multiharmonic
(MH) c m . The paper reports the results of recent research that demonstrates that the MH-ML threshold point is also
characterized by the value of a certain parameter. It turns out that this parameter is related to each of the harmonic
phase error variances.
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Problem Formulation

As in (21, we consider the following underlying real signal comprising m harmonics
s(t)
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with its quadrature counterpart (perhaps obtained by Hilbert Transfarm)
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The parameten 61,.. , bm, u o ,
O x , . , dm, are assumed constant but unknown. Suppose that a set of N discrete noisy
measurements are taken a t intervals of T seconds beginning at rime to seconds:
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X n = * ( t o + nT) + w(to + nT)
Y, = B(to + nT) + $(to + nT)

(2.3a)

(2.3b)

(where 0 n
N 1). The sequence w defines a seramean white, gausrian noise process of variance cZ. The
sequence t8 is also a zero-mean white, gaussian noise process of variance oZ but is independent of w .

..

The ML estimate; ofthe unknown frequency wo, given the N noisy complexmeasuremento X, +jY,, n = 1,. , N
is given (for the unknown amplitudes case) as follows
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where
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A(w) = N
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+
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is thediscrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the measurement sequence. Ln the foregoing, the harmonic phases 81,.
are asaumed unknown. It is easily shown that the ML estimate Bk of the kth harmonic phase 6k is
A

(2.5)
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The time of commencement of measurements to, is assumed, for simplicity's sake, to be zero. In the sequel, the
following definition is used
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that

w = arg max L(u) .
(2.8)
Associated with the ML estimatesare the Cramer-Rao (CR) bounds. These are lower bounds on the ML estimation
m r variances (and in general on the estimation error variances of any unbiased estimator). For fixed SNR and
sufficiently large N, or equivalently, fixed N and sufficiently high SNR, the actual ML estimation error variances are
given approximately by the CR bounds. The region of values of SNR (for a given N ) for which this holds will be
referred to as the linear region. The CR bounds for the case where both frequency and phase are unknown are given
below. (These expressions are valid only for large N. see [3].)
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The quantity A is termed the effective signal power and is defined to be
m
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In general, L(w) is a multimodal function of w, with the result that a t low values of SNR, its global maximum
may, with high probability, lie a "long way" from the tme frequency wo. Frequency estimates based on such maxima
are termed otrtiiers and are the cause of the threshold effect. The threshold effect may be explained in one way by
determining the probability of outliers as a function of the SNR - this viewpoint is taken for the single tone case in
[3] and the MH case in [4]. We are concerned with an alternative explanation, the philosophy of which is outlined as
follows.
Suppose that nppmdmote expressionsfor and 8 (denoted by w' and 8' respectively) are calculatedsuch that the
associated ermr variances are identical to the CR bounds given in (2.9a) and (2.9b). Suppose also that the validity
of the approximate error variances so calculated depends on a certain fundamental quantity being kept sufficiently
"small". Then suppose that the threshold region is defined to be those values of SNR (or o Z ) for which the actxoi
estimation emor variances differ significantly from the approximate error variances (or CR hounds). Since close
agreement between the actual and approximate error variances is guaranteed if the fundamental quantity is kept
"small", then the region of disagreement (i.e. the threshold region) must correspond to values of SNR for which the
fundamentalquantity is not sufficiently "small". The onset of thresholdmay then be cbaracterizedas being the point
where the fundamental quantity exceeds some critical value.
The next section summarizes the approximation procedure and identifies the fundamental quantity.
A
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Calculation of Approximate Estimation Error Variances

The calculations that lead to the desired approximationsare lengthy, and consequently will not he presented here. We
shall be content with a brief summary of the aproximalion procedure and, ultimately, a statement of the quantity that
determines its validity. (For full details of the calculations, see (81.) In what follows, a particular realization of the
measurement sequenceis considered. The first step in the approximation procedure approximates L(w) by a function
of the variable 6 (for convenience, L(6)), where

The function L(6) (parametrized by quantities that depend on the particular measurement sequence realization, and
hence the noise) is then appmximated to second order (by truncating a Taylor series expansion) as follows

It is shown in [a] that the approximation is good for those values of 6 such that N6 is small. In order for the
approximation in (3.2) to be good on ovemgc however. it is argued in 181 that the mean s q s a n vaiae of N6 should be
small. (Due to the dependenceof L(6) on the measurement noise sequence, the coefficients oro, or, and o2 arc actually
random variables and an obtained by a mean square approximation procedure from the Taylor expansion of L(6).)

The value of 6 maximizing L(6) is Lhen given, from (3.2), by 6' = - a l / ( Z a z ) .
me-urement noise (and hmce those of crl and a') permits calculation of E(6')2:

Knowing the statistics of the

from which it foliows (in conjunction with (3.1)) that the frequency estimation error variance is approximated by

This awith the CR bound in (2.9a). An eroentially identicd procedure is performed in relation to the phase
error variance, yielding an expression in agreement with the CR bound in (2.9b), namely

In both c-,

3.1

the quantity governin(; 55; .;&di:y

af the T-katries

truncations is E(N6')2

Indicator Quantity

As identified in the last section, the qaantity governing the validity of the the procedure leading to the approximate
frequency and phase error variances is E(N6')'. From (3.3) it is seen that
E(N6')' =
Efom (3.5), it is evideolt that E(N6')'

3'72
NA

(3.6)

is related to the ith harmonic phase emor variance an follows

and will consequentlybe termed the mean sqare base phase error variance. Based on the Kgument at the end of Section
2, we conjecture that E(N6')' is an indicator of threshold in the sense that the onset of threshold is assodated with
E(N6')' exceeding a critical value.
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Agreement with Simulation Data

In this section we present simulation evidence that supports the wnjecture that E(N6.)'
The performance of the multih-onic

is an indicator of threshold.
MLE was measured for three different values of N, namely N = 32, 64 and

was measured, with Monte
128. The performance for a range of SNR's (as defined by SNR (dB)= lolog
Carlo runs for each value of SNR numbering 30. The measurement sequence realization for each Montecarlo run
formed the input data to an FFT routine, the output of which wss used to construct values of L(w) a t a discrete
set o f h q u m d e s . From these values, a crude, initial estimate of the global maximum of L ( w ) was determined. A
simple binary search was then used to accurately determine the global maximum of L(w). A signal comprising two
harmonics was chosen, with fundamental frequency w and sampling period T satisfying wT/2a = 0.12. The firat and
second hsrmonic amplitudes were respectively 4 and 2. The results are graphically displayed in Figure 1 along with
the respective CramerRao bounds. (It is not known what causes the unusual hebaviour below threshold for two of
the curves.) From this set of performance c w e r (both experimental and theoretical) the threshold point for each
value of N is easily obtained. This is defined to be the SNR at the "knee" of the particularexperimentd performance
m e . This definition is consistent with that given eariier, which associated threshold with thepoint of disagreement
between the approximate (or CR performance curve) and the actual performance curve, as determinedby experiment.
The threshold points are tabulated in Table 4, dong with the frequency error variances at those points. The following
conclusions may be drawn.

Figure 1: Performance of

MH-MLEfor N = 32, 64 a n d

128

Table 4.1: SNR and frequency error variance at threshold

1. The curves show that threshold occurs npprozimately at the same fired valve of E(N6.)2 and i t hence associated
with the failure of o ccrioin approrimation.

g.

proof: Mean Square (m.s.) base phase error = E(N6')Z =
Doubling N and halving the SNR leaves the
m.s. base phase error unchanged. Doubling N ensures that threshold ensues at half the SNR. This is borne out
by Table 4. Therefore threshold occurs a t roughly the m e value of m.s. base phase error for different values of
N. Hence threshold is asociated with a roughly fixed m.r. value of (N6.) for different values of N. At values
of SNR lower than that associated with the threshold point (for a fixed value of N), the m.s. value of (N6')
is greater than that a t threshold. From Figure 1, we see that for such values of SNR, the approximate vdues
of frequency error variance no longer agree with actual values. i.e., the approximation is invalid for values of
E(N6')' greater than that at the threshold point.
2. The m.s. value of N6' associated with threshold ir roughly 0.014. (To see this, substitute a value of N from
Table 4 along with a value of aZ calculated from the corresponding SNR into the formula given by (3.6).)
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Conclusions

The lLbladr-box"approach to understanding the threshold effect has been successfully extended from the single tone
case (asdescribed in (51)to the multiharmonic -.
In the latter context, it has proven a remarkably straightforward
way of characterking the onset of threshold, in contrast t,o the outlier analysis of (41.
The originalinspiration for the methodology of this paper (and [5])is, as describedin the Introduction, the fact that
the performance threshold of a Phase Locked Loop (PLL) in phase/frequency tracking is characterized by its phase
error. The same is true of the single tone MLE (as shown in (51). This paper has shown that a related charscterization
exists for the multiharmonic MLE. A question of great interest then arises. H a n analogous characterizstionpossihie
for a multhwmonic v e ~ i o nof the PLL? (Such a generalization of the PLL appe- naturally in the application of
Extended K h a n Filtering theory to the frequency tmcking problem. A t b h o l d effect is lmown to exist, 191, [lo],
though a meof predictingits onset has not yet been proposed.) Recall that a well knownfact of PLL theory led to
a conjecture (subsequently confvmed) about the threshold behaviour of the single tone MLE. For the multiharmonic
case, the direction of the conjecture is exactly opposite and, as yet, unconfumed. A simple means of explaining the
threshold behaviour of the multiharmonic "PLL" would be of great value and is the subject of ongoing march.
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